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lawrence hamilton has taught statistics courses from undergraduate to advanced graduate levels at the university
of new hampshire and has written numerous statistics texts and software manuals, including modern data

analysis, regression with graphics, and data analysis for social scientists. these books take an applied, data-
oriented approach to understanding statistical methods and the analytical process. dr. hamilton's current research

concerns climate change and environment-society interactions in the arctic. lawrence hamilton is professor of
sociology and senior fellow in the carsey school of public policy at the university of new hampshire, where he

teaches courses about society in the arctic, survey research, and statistical analysis. his books include regression
with graphics and statistics with stata; the latter has been translated into arabic and chinese. dr. hamiltons

research focuses on human-environment interactions, in locations ranging from arctic alaska to northern new
england or the intermountain west. his most recent papers include cold winters warming perceptions of climate
change in the north country (weather, climate, and society 2018); demographic variation and change in the inuit

arctic (environmental research letters. 2018); and a change in the wind u.s. public views on renewable energy and
climate compared (energy, sustainability and society 2018). lawrence c hamilton is professor of sociology and

senior fellow in the carsey school of public policy at the university of new hampshire, where he teaches courses
about society in the arctic, survey research, and statistical analysis.
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see the discussion of fig 3, which graphically displays the difference in mean opinion between
current and long-ago dam removals. this difference is estimated as an error term and also appears

as an error bar in fig 3. the error bars appear in stata's plot window as a bar extending from the
middle of the error (x-axis) to the number of standard errors away from it (y-axis). this error bar is
especially useful for comparing differences between groups, in this case, opinions of dams in the
current decade compared with those of dams removed at least a decade ago. statistics with stata

also includes a detailed appendix on stata's data management features. this appendix, which follows
the book's data management chapter, is a great addition for those unfamiliar with the vast array of
stata commands for managing data. the appendix covers such topics as importing and exporting

data, executing commands with multiple data sets, creating variables and variables' lists, and
cleaning data. in addition to the appendix, this book contains numerous examples and working stata

programs, which are essential for researchers and analysts who want to learn how to use stata
effectively. despite this similarity, it is clear that there are many important differences between

commands. many of these differences have to do with the user interface that stata provides. stata
commands are separated into tabs, and the tab labels are shown in the output window. thus, a

command will appear in a different color if it is a specialized command, such as one dealing with
graphics, with statistics, or with syntax. this also helps the user find commands in the output

window, as the commands will appear in a different color. the blue and black text will be easier to
read against a gray or white background, as in this figure. 5ec8ef588b
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